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AC BOILERS SPA Energy Production/Oil&Gas www.acboilers.com Gallarate VA
Large size Fired Supercritical, Ultra-supercritical, Subcritical Steam Generators, Heat Recovery Steam Generators, 
Waste-to Energy Incinerators/Boilers,  Biomass fired Boilers and Concentrated Solar Receivers 

AC BOILERS SPA is an Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) and Technology Owner of utility boilers for power with a matured extensive worldwide experience and know-how in design, engineering, manufacturing, project 
management, construction and commissioning of Large Utility Boilers (Supercritical, Ultra-supercritical, Subcritical Steam Generators), HRSGs, WTE & Biomass Boilers, Solar Receivers and related After Sales Services.

AIR CLEAN SRL

Energy Production/Oil&Gas
Water Technology and Treatment
Food Technology and HO.RE.CA.

Construction Equipment

http://aircleansrl.co
m

Milano MI

Air Clean is specialized in the design, manufacturing and turn-key installation of air and biogas treatment technologies 
for industrial and municipal sector.
We are particularly strong in the biological treatment of the air/biogas, for which we have some proprietary processes 
and media (MonaFil®, MonaShell®, CrumRubber™ and Technocover®);  these technologies can be used alone or in 
combination with other conventional technologies (such as activated carbon filters, chemical scrubbers, bag filters, etc., 
all of them in our range of products).

Air Clean is specialized in the design, manufacturing and turn-key installation of air and biogas treatment technologies for industrial and municipal sector. We are particularly strong in the biological treatment of the air/biogas, for 
which we have some proprietary processes and media (MonaFil®, MonaShell®, CrumRubber™ and Technocover®); these technologies can be used alone or in combination with other conventional technologies (such as activated 
carbon filters, chemical scrubbers, bag filters, etc., all of them in our range of products).
Our more than 25-year experience in the sector counts over 1000 successful installations all over the world, in particular in the odour control sector for municipal and industrial wastewater treatment plants (more than 800 installations 
worldwide), in the air treatment sector for solid waste treatment plants (more than 200 installations worldwide) and a wide variety of industrial applications.
.AIR DEPOLLUTION - MonaFil®: a peat based filtering product specifically designed for biofiltration (high surface, long life, low pressure drops).
MonaShell®: a shell based media for air biotrickling filters suitable for treating acidic gasses. (up to 400 ppm hydrogen sulphyde) and VOC.
CrumRubber™:a rubber based media for air biotrickling suitable for treating high H2S concentration (up to 2000 ppm).
. BIOGAS DEPURATION - CrumRubber™ patended biological system, designed for treating high concentration of hydrogen sulphide (up to 4000 ppm).
. SOLID WASTE TRETAMENT/SLUDGE BIODRYING
Recently we developed a composting/biodrying system based on the use of a last generation breathable cover sheets (Technocover®) in combination with our biotrickling technology MonaShell®.
Our systems are used for odour removal into from wastewater treatment plants (99% removal H2S up to 2000 ppm) and in a wide range of industrial application including food industry, rendering, pharmaceutical industry, oil and 
gas, foundries (99% removal up to 2 gC/m3). For biogas purification and biogas upgrading we developed a biological technology able to remove 4000 ppm H2S with very low running costs. For solid waste treatment plants, apart 
from odour control, we supply process air systems (biocells, windrows) and a last generation composting/biodrying system based on the use of a breathable fabric (Technocover®) used in combination with our last generation 
MonaShell® biotrickling technology. 
Filter media of our proprietary technologies are usually wastes that are recovered to be used for air biofiltration. We use bio technologies in the name of green economy, we recycle from waste in the name of circular economy. Air 
Clean is a fully integrated company performing all of the production functions in-house including project, design, manufacture, assembly, installation and final testing. The company is certified according to the norm: UNI EN ISO 9001 
from 2002. Access to the latest technology coupled with continuous research and collaboration with Universities and Key Partners ensures Air Clean provide the optimum solution for each individual application by using stand alone 
or multi–stage technologies (systems integration) to provide best in class solutions at the lowest life cycle cost.Awards such as Seal of Excellence and being elected as a member of the new working group - within ISO TC 142 -WG 
13 "Biological equipment for waste gas treatment" are some examples of entrepreneurship in the company.

ARTES INGEGNERIA SPA

Water Technology and Treatment
Food Technology and HO.RE.CA.

Industry (Logistic, Handling, Lifting, Industrial Furnaces, ecc.)
Construction Equipment

www.cannonartes.c
om

Salerno SA
Process and waste water treatment

Established in 1977, Artes Ingegneria S.p.A. (Cannon Artes), is a leading company specialized in engineering & manufacturing of water & waste water treatment plants.
The systems are designed by Cannon Artes’ engineering team on its own know how and on proprietary technologies. The whole manufacturing process takes place in the 40,000+ m2 Oliveto Citra (Italy) workshop, from steel plates 
cutting to the testing and shipping of the complete plant.
Cannon Artes’ solutions address the most diversified industrial processes (Oil & Gas, Chemicals and Petrochemicals, Pharma, Power Generation, Food & Beverages, Textile, Pulp & Paper, Mining & Metals) with a variety of specific 
solutions.
Cannon Artes is sharing the international attitude of the Cannon Group with presence now in more than 40 Countries. The innovative mindset of the Group and, on the other hand, the strength of a multinational company, paved the 
way to ambitious goals in the development of new technologies and skills. The company, part of the Cannon Group, has fully embraced its innovative and international spirit.
Cannon Artes is committed to the goals of highest efficiency and Water-Re-Use: “sustainable development” of the industrial activities combined with the “cutting edge” technologies of the “Industry 4.0”.

ARVEN SRL Water Technology and Treatment www.arven.it Maclodio BS Submersible and surface electric pumps for industrial and domestic use

ARVEN was set up in 1994, notwithstanding its short life, the Company has achieved a considerable development and a good start-up thanks to the thirty-year entrepreneurial experience of the founder.
The ARVEN company takes the lead in particular in the market of stainless steel submersible pumps thanks to the experience and know-how developed directly on the market with the help of a modern internal test room, thus 
becoming the point of reference in this sector.
Accurate design and implementation using the most modern technologies assure the products a high and constant standard. The products are distributed on the market covered by the “QUALITY CONTROL” guarantee certifying 
that each part produced by ARVEN has gone through a series of controls required by the regulations and by international quality specifications.
Considering that it operates in a more and more global and competitive market, it has realized that one of the strong points consists of human resources represented by the collaborators. ARVEN also has a warehouse provided with 
most of the offered products and therefore able to guarantee a diligent and quick execution of each order in order to meet the customer requirements.

ASSA ABLOY ITALIA SPA Construction Equipment
www.assaabloy.it/e

n/local/it/
San Giovanni in 

Persiceto
BO Production and distribution of accessories for doors (locks, panic exit devices, door closers, cylinders, electric strikes)

ASSA ABLOY Italia belongs to the ASSA ABLOY Group, a global leader in door opening systems and access control systems: out of every ten security solutions in the world, at least one uses ASSA ABLOY technology.
The company offers security systems that combine sophisticated design with user friendliness. ASSA ABLOY technologies range from the most traditional to the most innovative, which are ideal for meeting any request for protection 
and accessibility.
ASSA ABLOY Italia's customers are specialists in the security sector. They include installers and door and window manufacturers, as well as end users in the contract sector (industrial and office buildings) and in the residential 
sector, where ASSA ABLOY is well-known also largely thanks to the YALE brand. It was precisely Linus Yale who designed the cylinder lock in 1843: an invention that changed the lock industry forever. 
ASSA ABLOY offers a wide range of solutions: from security doors to sophisticated design handles, padlocks, cylinders, electro-mechanical products, locks, door closers, panic exit devices, safes and Access Control systems. 
ASSA ABLOY Italia was established in 2007: it is now a major company with 280 employees and three production sites in Italy, combining ASSA ABLOY solutions with traditional Italian brands: MAB (door closers), CORNI (locks and 
panic exit devices), VALLI&VALLI, renowned internationally for designing and producing sophisticated design handles, YALE and GARDESA, leading producers of security doors with mechanical and electronic opening systems. 
Thus, within the Group, ASSA ABLOY Italia represents "Made in Italy" excellence: not surprisingly it was chosen as a European centre of competence in the field of floorspring door closers, sophisticated design handles and security 
doors. 
The successful partnership with Yale, a leading brand manufacturer of digital locks, has enabled ASSA ABLOY to present Yale Smart Living products. It is a complete range of digital and user-friendly residential solutions that allow 
you to have the security of your home conveniently under control using a smartphone, tablet or other device via Bluetooth. The innovative security system, specifically designed for the home, is literally educating the market to a new 
lifestyle and bringing it closer to the smart home world. The range of Yale Smart Living products includes: ENTR digital locks, electronic Digital Door Viewers and Yale Alarms.
The company's offer ranges from the most traditional mechanical systems to cutting-edge electro-mechanical and digital solutions, with the guarantee of thousands of successful installations worldwide. 
ASSA ABLOY Italia intends to play a significant role in developing security systems and access control systems in Italy, backed by the experience of the parent company and by the strong focus on technological innovation. In fact, 
the Group has been acknowledged for its strong innovation over the last three years by Forbes, which has positioned ASSA ABLOY among the first 100 most innovative companies in the world, since 31% of its global sales coming 
from new products.
ASSA ABLOY Group has over 47,000 employees and an annual turnover of 7.5 billion euros.
ASSA ABLOY Italia ended the year 2018 with a turnover of 60 million euros of which 40% comes from international sales.

ASTRA REFRIGERANTI SPA
Energy Production/Oil&Gas

Water Technology and Treatment

www.baglionispa.c
om

San Pietro Mosezzo NO Manufacturing of pressure vessels for industrial use and air filtration 
Baglioni is an Italian manufacturing Group based in Piedmont. We are worldwide leaders in pressure vessels for compressed-air systems.
We manufacture carbon- and stainless-steel pressure equipment for the compressed-air, air-treatment and filtering, cryogenics and Oil&Gas markets.
Baglioni Group’s business success is based on our product and service quality.

AUMA ITALIANA
Energy Production/Oil&Gas

Water Technology and Treatment www.auma.com Cerro Maggiore MI

AUMA have been developing and building electric actuators and valve gearboxes for 50 years and is one of the leading 
manufacturers in the industry.
Energy sector, water industry, petro-chemical industry and users from the most diverse industries worldwide rely on 
technologically sophisticated products by AUMA.
Our actuators are tailored to customer-specific needs. Thanks to our comprehensive product portfolio including high 
performance multi-turn, part-turn, linear, and lever actuators, we offer automation solutions for any type of valve – from 
two-inch ball valves to diverter dampers metres high. AUMA actuators work reliably all around the globe in water supply 
and wastewater treatment, in power plants, pipelines, refi neries, and industrial plants of any kind – managing the flow 
of liquids or gases, powders or granulates.

AUMA, is part of the leading manufacturers of electric actuators for automating industrial valves. We are a medium-sized family enterprise combining a flexible culture with reliability and continuity.
AUMA has grown to a successful global player, giving work to more than 2,600 people worldwide. We are committed as a reliable partner for our customers underpinned by our sound financial background and long-term growth 
strategies.

BONO ENERGIA SPA
Energy Production/Oil&Gas

Industry (Logistic, Handling, Lifting, Industrial Furnaces, ecc.)
Energy Efficiency

www.cannonbonoe
nergia.com

Peschiera Borromeo MI Industrial Boilers
Cannon Bono Energia, dedicated since 1958 to design, manufacturing, installation, service and maintenance of industrial boilers for standard and special applications: plug in solutions, package solutions, site erected plants.
Long lasting performance of the boilers are undertaken by efficient after sales service that offers original spare parts, maintenance activities, updating of the software, energy efficiency improving interventions and NOx reduction.
R&D department is committed to increase the efficiency of boilers and thermal plants: waste gas heat recovery and optimization of electric energy consumption.

CALDAIE MELGARI SRL Energy Production/Oil&Gas
www.caldaiemelgar

i.it
Gadesco Pieve 

Delmona
CR

Manufacturing, rental and customization of Industrial boilers of any kind: steam boilers, hot water and superheated 
water boilers, thermal oil heaters.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/8ddhodmbwgt34nd/C_Melgari_HP_Bro_Corporate_s.pdf?dl=0

CAPRARI SPA Water Technology and Treatment
www.caprari.com/v

ision-EN
Modena MO

Thanks to exclusive and diversified know-how, Caprari offers the best and most efficient solutions for the main water 
supplying requirements: from extraction in deep wells to lifting waste and drainage water, supplying and distributing 
water in residential, industrial and irrigation spheres to the most varied water treatment applications and fire fighting 
systems.

The Caprari group is a leading independent group on a worldwide level in the production of centrifugal pumps and electric pumps and in the creation of advanced solutions for management of the integrated water cycle and 
professional sectors such as Oil & Gas, Power Generation, Mining and General Industry . Its experience in this sector, its continuous innovation, its products’ high
technological content, the reliability and flexibility of its service have enabled Caprari to become a point of reference worldwide.
Caprari’s continuous research is aimed at manufacturing products at the service of the environment, both as its protection and as optimisation of energy performances
and savings.

CARLIEUKLIMA SRL
Industry (Logistic, Handling, Lifting, Industrial Furnaces, ecc.)

Energy Efficiency www.carlieuklima.it Fontanafredda PN
Production of energy efficient heating and conditioning systems for all kind of environments. Our solutions are 
developed with the aim of reduction of emissions of harmful substances in the atmosphere.

CARLIEUKLIMA srl is a modern and dynamic company, European leader in the production of radiant heating systems and industrial cooling system (adiabatic cooling).
The headquarters of CARLIEUKLIMA are located in the north-East of Italy. Bolstered by the quality certification and the certification of its products, CARLIEUKLIMA is driven by a corporate philosophy that blends environmental 
awareness with the latest technology to meet the most diverse and special needs for the heating and comfort of large common areas and workplaces. 

CDR POMPE SRL
Energy Production/Oil&Gas

Water Technology and Treatment

http://cdrpompe.co
m/en/

Bollate MI
CDR Pompe is manufacturer of centrifugal pumps for applications in chemical, pharmaceutical, energy, water 
treatment, petrochemical, pulp and paper and mining industry.

Since 1978 CDR Pompe is manufacturer  of magnetic driven and mechanical seal centrifugal pumps for corrosive, toxic, hazordous and flammable fluids, according to chemical normative ISO5199 and ISO15783. Our company is 
based in Bollate, near Milano, where we design, assembly and test our pumps. Our supply program consist of plastic lined magnetic driven pumps, plastic lined mechanical seal pumps and magnetic driven stainless steel pumps. 

We are interested to create connection with both potential distributors, OEMs 
and end-user customers. We are interested also interested to meet chemical-
pharmaceutical companies and engineering/construction companies of 
industrial process plants.

CEFLA Energy Production/Oil&Gas www.cefla.com Imola BO Cogeneration Plants Main Contractor for cogeneration plants in the range 1- 80 MW, with a long experience in engineering procurement and construction

CONDOR SPA Construction Equipment
www.condorspa.co

m
Conza della 
Campania

AV
CONDOR is an Italian firm manufacturing for more than 30 years now wall and slab formworks, as well as scaffolding, 
shoring and props for the Construction, Oil and Gas and Shipyards industry.

CONDOR was established in 1981 as a scaffolding factory and over its history it extended its range of products and expanded in the domestic market first and then on an international ground, providing its partners with the best 
products and services for the construction industry, along with services and solutions designed for improving the management of the construction site.
Years passing by, it implemented the mere design and production of scaffoldings with the design and production of wall and slab formworks, shoring structures, trench shoring systems for safety excavations and events facilities.
Over the years, several acquisitions allow CONDOR the realization of 100.000 square meters extended production surface.
The wide range of the offer and the products modularity make CONDOR scaffoldings and formworks more and more ratified not only at a European level but also Worldwide.
The quality of CONDOR products enables extreme design solutions and complex geometries, thus meeting the needs of engineers and architects such as Renzo Piano, Zaha Hadid and Ricardo Bofill. 
The quality of products is guaranteed by certification ISO 9001 and certification IIS of welding processes, which certify the respect of high quality standards during production processes and guarantee the quality and origin of raw 
materials used.
Full automatized numerical control systems and certified quality control systems, together with continuous training of production staff provide CONDOR products with a superior quality.

--

DONADON SDD

Energy Production/Oil&Gas
Water Technology and Treatment
Food Technology and HO.RE.CA.

Construction Equipment
Energy Efficiency

www.donadonsdd.c
om

Corbetta MI Rupture discs
A manufacturing company for safety devices, such as rupture discs, can choose many different approaches to the market and to its own specific field. At DonadonSDD we havechosen quite a particular one, but one that has won us 
the trust of many customers in more than one hundred Countries all over the world: that of always doing custom work.

DONATI SOLLEVAMENTI SRL Industry (Logistic, Handling, Lifting, Industrial Furnaces, ecc.)
www.donaticranes.

com
Legnano MI Manufacturer of electric chain hoists, wire rope hoists, jib cranes, cranes kits

Donati Sollevamenti has been established since 1930, in these years we have gained a leading position in the international market for lifting equipment.
The different solutions and the reliability of the products such as electric chain hoists, manual and electric jib cranes, electric wire rope hoists, channel profile system bridge cranes, find their applications in all types of industries.
The markets request and the client's satisfaction represent Donati's target activity, backed up with spare parts assistance and our after sales department. The modular components produced by Donati offer the correct solutions that 
the market demands.
The care of Donati Sollevamenti s.r.l over customer satisfaction is directed to establish a long-term relationship, based on mutual respect and trust, thanks to the flexibility and promptitude of the organisation with direct and personal 
contact. The after sales service is organised in order to give prompt answers and solutions about spare-parts, service and warranty procedures.
The on going and careful attention to quality by Donati Sollevamenti S.r.l. seen, not only through our careful design, responsible choices and constant checks of materials, but of all phases of production and of the finished product, 
involves the whole organisation, through the quality control system which, since 1993, controls and checks the life of the whole company.
Donati Sollevamenti Srl adheres to the provisions of Legislative Decree 231/01 concerning the administrative liability of legal entities and companies, and associations. For this reason, we invite all those who wish to contact Donati to 
establish a business relationship and/or engage in negotiations and/or any other type of relationship pertaining to the activities of Donati, first visit the Code of Ethics page.

NO

ENOLGAS BONOMI Water Technology and Treatment www.enolgas.com Concesio BS Manufacturing of brass ball valves
ENOLGAS BONOMI was founded in1960 as a family business and today it is strongly present on national and international markets with 7 branches and sales offices worldwide and customers in over 50 countries. It is a structured 
company which can reply to any market or customer request with flexibility and energy, whether it is the production of standard or special ball valves in brass or stainless steel, carbon steel and motorised valves or the design and 
production of metering systems.

ESA SPA
Energy Production/Oil&Gas

Industry (Logistic, Handling, Lifting, Industrial Furnaces, ecc.)

www.esapyronics.c
om

Curno BG
We work in all the industrial fields where there could be burners. We manufacture industrial burners for food ovens, for 
aluminium/chopper melting furnaces, for refining furnaces, for zinc furnaces, for heat treatment furnaces, for ceramics 
kilns, for oil and gas application, etc...

We design and manufacture a wide range of burners, flame control devices, electronic components, mixers, gas regulators, valves and accessories. We design and manufacture engineered solutions such as:
- Preassembled gas lines and trains for various fuels like natural gas, LPG, oxygen, oil and various mixtures. 
- Hardware and software for automatic control, management and safety systems in teh combustion field.

Our primary objective is to find manufacturers of ovens interested in mounting 
our burners and our equipment.

ESSEDUE SRL Food Technology and HO.RE.CA.
http://essedueslicers

.com/
Cura Carpignano PV Production of professional and household slicers

ESSEDUE Srl produces totally Made in Italy slicers with its two brands ESSEDUE and RHENINGHAUS. ESSEDUE machines are produced in the factory located in Pavia while RHENINGHAUS factory is based in Turin.ESSEDUE 
Srl was founded in 1986 and acquired RHENINGHAUS in 2016: the integration of the respective lines of production and the strong productive synergies established the real success of this forward-looking operation.RHENINGHAUS 
is one of the leading names in Italy since 1950 in the design, development and manufacturing of Professional Machines for the catering and food industry.
ESSEDUE range of slicers includes a wide selection of competitive models, from household up to professional use: the best quality / price ratio in the market.
The activity embraces the whole production cycle, including design, mechanical machining , assembly and packing. The variety is the most assorted and complete one and it’s easily adaptable to the various international market 
requirements: 90% of our sales is exported and therefore we know and fulfill the most different specifications thus combining the quality level required by the most demanding markets with a competitive price.
Our experience permits to solve some specific problems:
· humidity, heat, sudden changes in temperature;
· rough and not much professional personnel;
· not conventional machine washing and cleaning systems;
· poor maintenance.
Reasons to choose a Essedue / Rheninghaus machine: A strong yet innovative tradition / Original projects based on our vast experience, designed with creativeness and with customers' feedback and requirements in mind / A 
solution for every need
Professional slicers are designed to meet the widest range of food preparation needs. The range includes models suited to the limited spaces of coffee bars, belt or gear versions, different solutions for specific products (meat, 
bread, cheese, vegetables, fish and frozen products), high resistance to humidity 
Sturdy and high performing workmates
Top quality Italian blades, powerful motors designed for continuous use, premium quality European components,electric parts resistant to humidity and insects; precision mechanical machining and accurate assembling. 
Uncompromised safety Full compliance to the more advanced safety standards. Our products are certified CE, ETL/NSF8, Nemko, Inmetro, M.O.C.A..
Hygiene: an effective pit-stop Innovative solutions simplify cleaning for an easy maintenance.

-



EURO MOTORS ITALIA SPA - 
EMI

Industry (Logistic, Handling, Lifting, Industrial Furnaces, ecc.)
www.euromotorsit

alia.net
Grezzago MI Manufacturers of fan-motors and blowers for refrigeration and air-conditioning. Private Company, located 25 Km from Milano. Annual quantity produced : 1.000.000 motors and 250.000 blowers Manufacturers of machines for air conditioning and commercial refrigeration.

EUROTUBI EUROPA SRL
Water Technology and Treatment

Construction Equipment

www.eurotubieuro
pa.it/italiano/index.

html
Nova Milanese MB Satinless Steel and Carbon Steel Pressfitting production

Eurotubi Europa Srl was set up in Italy more than 60 years ago and in the latest 25 years has been considerably increasing the market introduction with its certified Pressfitting System. Our stainless steel system is the ideal solution 
for drinking water installations and cooling, compressed air and fire-extinguishing systems in the civil, industrial and marine sectors. It has been also approved in several European countries for use in gas distribution systems. Our 
carbon steel (galvanized) pressfittings are used for heating and cooling systems, compressed air, inert gas and sprinkler systems.

-

FACEM SPA Food Technology and HO.RE.CA. www.trespade.it Torino TO

FACEM - Tre Spade is focused on food processing and preserving machines. A wide portfolio of products, all of them 
manufactured in our factory located in Forno Canavese (45 km North Turin – Northern Italy) including sausage fillers, 
manual and electric meat mincers and meat mixers, vacuum sealers, food dehydrators, manual and electric tomato 
squeezers, electric slicers, bone band saw, cheese/bread graters, pepper/salt/spices mills and coffee grinders.

Established in 1894, FACEM Spa with its “Tre Spade” branded products is one of the leading Companies in the manufacture of items for food processing and preservation, actively exporting its range in more than 65 Countries 
through independent Distributors. FACEM Spa is a solid family Company, focused to develop a Made in Italy range of long-lasting, professional products, with a special devotion to the Italian Design, officially recognised by 
International Design Appointments: ADI “Compasso d’Oro” (Milano) was appointed in 2014, Good Design Award (Chicago) was appointed in 2015.
Our Group consists of 120 professionals, keenly committed in flexibility and attitudes in developing new products, this leading us to build a solid, strong and reliable net of independent Importers distributed over the five continents and 
well introduced and established in the butcher and/or Hotel/Restaurants supplies business, in the "do it yourself" field and in the household appliances market.

.

FAGGIOLATI PUMPS SPA Water Technology and Treatment
www.faggiolatipum

ps.com
Macerata MC Submersible pumps (from kW 0,5 to kW 350), submersible mixers and aeration systems for wastewater treatment

Our Company is specialized in design and Electro Submersible Pumps producing (from kW 0,5 to kW 350), in grey Cast Iron, in Marine Bronze and Stainless Steel. Furthermore, we can provide special products according to the 
customer's projects. We are working according to ISO 9001 / ISO 14001 norms, paying utmost attention and care to the product (electric motors are all in Premium Efficiency IE3 class and, up to powers of 50 kW, are certified 
according to anti explosion legislation ATEX). Furthermore we can supply submersible mixers, water aerators, electronic instruments, several accessories for lifting plants. 

FPZ SPA
Water Technology and Treatment
Food Technology and HO.RE.CA.

Industry (Logistic, Handling, Lifting, Industrial Furnaces, ecc.)
www.fpz.com Concorezzo MB Producer of lateral channel blowers / dosing pumps /fans Side Channel or Ring blowers production

FRIGERIO ETTORE SPA Industry (Logistic, Handling, Lifting, Industrial Furnaces, ecc.)
www.frigerioettore.

com
Lecco LC

Frigerio Ettore Spa, established in 1948. Its activity has been developing in two main sectors: cold metal sheet 
stamping and deep drawing combined with welding, assembling and industrial washing to produce parts upon 
customer’s drawing and production of a wide Spectrum of TOGGLE LATCHES. Latches are manufactured to industry 
standards or customer specifics, to comply with the exigencies of the most diversified applications. All of this is 
supported by a workshop devoted to the design and in-house building of dies.

FEL, located in Lecco and run since 3 generations from the same family, took its first steps in 1948, during the years of the Italian economic miracle, under the leadership of Ettore Frigerio and his tireless wife Franca Here then the 
acronym FEL, Frigerio Ettore Lecco. In the early years, production was mainly devoted to toggle latches and hardware items and subsequently gradually expanded into the automotive sector. In 1972 FEL acquired the status of Joint 
Stock Company. Major customers belong to multinationals in the automotive industry. They can rely on quality and complex products and a flexible service, also supported by a workshop devoted to the design and in-house building 
of dies. Frigerio’s calling for quality have led the company to be awarded UNI EN ISO 9001:2015 and IATF 16949:2016.

G.M.P SPA
Water Technology and Treatment

Construction Equipment

www.gmppumps.co
m

Gussago BS
G.M.P. S.p.A has been established in 1971 and today is specilized in the design and construction of submersible 
electric pumps and self priming pumps for dirty waters, coupled to electric and hydraulic motors, diesel and gasoline 
engines for industrial, marine and agricolture sector and for construction  material in general.

Agricolture, Fire-Fighting, Building, Domestic, Navy, Industry, Gardening

GVR POMPE SRL
Energy Production/Oil&Gas

Industry (Logistic, Handling, Lifting, Industrial Furnaces, ecc.)
Construction Equipment

https://gvrpompe.co
m

Pieve Emanuele MI Gear pumps manufacturer

Since more than 60 years we are on Italian and foreign market as manufacturer of gear pumps.
GVR company, a family company, includes n° 15 persons, n° 10 at the warehouse and n°5 at the offices for a total of 1500 sqm area. Our building is in a nice and quite new business area surrounded of gardens and trees. We have 
automatic machines, and our attention is always focalized in renovate our tools year by year. All our pump’s components are bought from Italian company, as well as motors applied on our pumps. We are part of association 
ASSOPOMPE, which is the most important Italian association for Italian pumps manufacturers; from 2008 ASSOPOMPE is part of the international association ANIMA.
We also reached ISO 9001:2015 certificate in order to guarantee the best quality to our customers. Our customers are included in all major categories, we sell our pumps to other pumps manufacturer, to reseller, to plant 
manufacturer covering many areas as agriculture, chemical, alimentary, petrochemical industry and many other. Our customers are in Italy for 40% and the other 60% is all around the world, we cover most European countries and 
Australia, New Zealand, Asia, Africa, South America.

I.C.M.I. FORNI INDUSTRIALI 
SRL

Industry (Logistic, Handling, Lifting, Industrial Furnaces, ecc.)
www.icmiforniindu

striali.com
Cisano Bergamasco BG

Heat Treatment Furnaces for Steel, Special Alloy and Aluminium - Rotary Furnaces - Batch Furnaces - Bogie Heart 
Furnace - Roller Furnaces - Heating Bars Furnaces - Furnaces for Forging

I.C.M.I. is an Italian company with an experience of over 30 years in the field of industrial furnaces. The company has developed specializing in the design, production, installation of: Heat Treatment Furnaces for Steel, Special Alloy 
and Aluminium - Rotary Furnaces - Batch Furnaces - Bogie Heart Furnace - Roller Furnaces - Heating Bars Furnaces - Furnaces for Forging. We support also our customers in revamping operation and spare parts.

IMT SRL Construction Equipment https://imtspa.com/ Osimo AN Producers of hydraulic drill rigs for piling and foundations jobs Producers of hydraulic drill rigs for piling and foundations jobs

INOX MECCANICA S.R.L. Food Technology and HO.RE.CA.
www.inoxmeccanic
a.it/en/about-us/

Solarolo di Goito MN Machines for meat processing/packing and foodstuff-equipment washing.
Since 1975 Inox Meccanica designs and produces machinery for food industry in particular for the automatic processing and packing of meat and cold cuts; for the washing and sanitization of any equipment and food products in 
order to meet different customers needs by providing technological support in order to realize high-quality products.

ISOIL IMPIANTI SPA Construction Equipment www.isoilmeter.it Albano S. Alessandro BG
Oil metering solutions and automations (fuels, fuel oil, light crude oil). Oil tank farm and terminals (truck and rail car 
loading-unloading solutions), airports tank farm (aircraft refuelling metering equipment), bukering-jetty, on truck 
metering solutions.

Founded in 1958, Isoil Impianti is an Italian company with 60 years of experience in the Oil&Gas downstream market offering solutions for oil terminals loading and unloading, custody transfer lines, on truck, bunkering and aviation 
metering with huge international references providing also legal metrology expertise (such as OIML, MID, ADNOC, ONML).

LCS SPA Industry (Logistic, Handling, Lifting, Industrial Furnaces, ecc.) www.lcsgroup.it Usmate Velate MB

Intralogistics:
a) Turnkey projects in intralogistics, including the whole or partial process from production to warehouse, ware-houses 
it selves and the picking / shipping / end-of-line process / crane automation
b) Refurbishment and extension of existing intralogistics systems to extend their life cycle and increase the throughput, 
performance, improve reliability and error rates 
c) Automation and software from the field (PLC), over coordinator-systems WCS to the management system WMS or 
MES
d) Overhead travelling crane automation for handling and storage of coils, paper rolls, scrap charging for foundries, 
other load units like metall boxes or containers
Baggage and Cargo handling:
a) Turnkey projects of smaller airports from check-in to baggage delivery, cargo handling system, or as subsystem 
partner in extended airport projects, extension and upgrades of airport systems, 
b) software and automation updates, 
c) baggage reconciliation systems
Automotive production systems:  
a) complete robotized welding lines, 
b) robotic assembly lines
Software for Industry:                    
warehouse management software for traditional warehouses
personalizzed solutions

For 30 years, LCS Group has been offering its services as a System Integrator for the supply of innovative automatic handling, storage systems, offering turnkey solutions for automation, industrial supply chain and baggage / cargo 
 handling systems.

A single partner for the whole process that goes from the control and management of the production, to the warehouse, to the shipment, guaranteeing perfect integration of the solutions and reliability of interface, with consequent 
 saving of resources and time.

Each solution is designed following the real needs of the customer and for all the realizations LCS customizes its proprietary software for the control and supervision of the plants.
 The automatic warehouse is the heart of LCS's offer, which creates or technologically renews storage and handling systems for pallets, boxes and cartons, without technological, software or space limitations.

LCS also designs material handling systems: transport systems for pallets, crates, boxes and baggage.
 Moreover, LCS provides revamping solutions to update the technological state of the plant both mechanically and electronically. 

The offer is rounded off by a 7x24 maintenance and assistance service.
Moreover, LCS provides also highly reliable turnkey solutions or electrical engineering and cabinets for complete assembly and welding lines, for the time being with focus on the automotive industry.
The company has 3 branches in Italy (Milan, Turin and Como) and 2 sales offices in Rome / Bologna; staff: 95 person. 
LCS has successfully executed different projects all over the world. We want to offer our reliable solutions and know-how in a structured way to international customers; therefore we are looking for partners to consolidate our 
international presence.

We are available to organize around the export days visits to reference 
customers to see turnkey project or to our HQ in Usmate Velate (close to 
Monza) to show live our WMS-Systems and Software solutions

LIFT-TEK ELECAR SPA
Industry (Logistic, Handling, Lifting, Industrial Furnaces, ecc.)

Construction Equipment

www.lift-
tekelecar.it

Castel S. Giovanni PC

LIFT-TEK ELECAR   designs and produces a comprehensive range of lift masts and  integrated attachments  for any 
kind of application. The vast  range of products includes 1 to 5 stage mast versions, which can reach 15 metres high 
and lift up to 52 tons. Also, the lift masts work thanks to oil hydraulic cylinders and electric actuators. Through the two 
plants in Castel San Giovanni (Piacenza, Italy) and Westminster (South Carolina, USA), we mainly offer our products to 
the world major manufacturers of lift trucks, as well as to the material handling world. We complete our  standard 
range of products with  a vast range of customised masts for specific applications and produced on customers’ 
demand.

LIFT-TEK ELECAR   designs and produces a comprehensive  range of lift masts and  integrated attachments  for any kind of application. The vast  range of products includes 1 to 5 stage mast versions, which can reach 15 metres 
high and lift up to 52 tons.
 Also, the lift masts work thanks to oil hydraulic cylinders and electric actuators. Through the two plants in Castel San Giovanni (Piacenza, Italy) and Westminster (South Carolina, USA), we mainly offer our products to the world 
major manufacturers of lift trucks, as well as to the material handling world. We complete our  standard range of products with  a vast range of customised masts for specific applications and produced on customers’ demand.

LOTERIOS SRL Energy Production/Oil&Gas www.loterios.com Gerenzano VA

LOTERIOS fabrication activity includes the construction of Tubolar Heat Exchangers, Columns and Towers, 
Condensers, Coolers, Pressure Vessels & Storage Tanks, Piping, Piping Systems and prefabricated Spools in the 
reactive metals and corrosion-resistant alloys such as Titanium, Zirconium, Tantalum, Nickel Alloys (Monel, Hastelloy, 
Incoloy, Inconel) Duplex and Super Duplex stainless steel. Our experience with the reactive metals and their 
complicated welding issues gives us an advantage over the normal steel fabricators. LOTERIOS operates mainly in 
Oil&Gas (upstream and downstream), Petrochemical, Chemical and Fertilizing Industries; Mining, Power and 
Desalination. LOTERIOS has almost forty-year experience in designing and manufacturing of custom-engineered 
process equipment; and our units have been installing  all over the world.

LOTERIOS is an Italian company specialized in supplying mill products, bulk materials (pipes & fittings), piping spools and systems, process equipment and any kind of special items in exotic materials such as Titanium, Zirconium, 
Tantalum, Nickel based alloys, Duplex and Super Duplex stainless steel. LOTERIOS fabrication activity includes the construction of Tubolar Heat Exchangers (Shell & Tube, Double Pipe, Hairpin, Spiral Tube and Bayonet), 
Condensers, Coolers, Columns and Towers, Reactors, Pressure Vessels & Storage Tanks, Piping, Piping Systems and prefabricated Spools in the reactive metals and corrosion-resistant alloys. Our experience and capability 
covers all major international design standards and pressure vessel codes (ASME VIII Div. 1 and 2, EN13445, AD2000, ISPESL, CODAP, BS2000, AS1210). Equipment can be certified according to ASME (U or U2 stamped) or 
PED (CE marked). Customer Care and Service philosophy maintains an impressive quantity of Titanium pipe and fittings items at stock ready for off–the-shelf delivery, as well as semi-finished products and raw materials.
Worldwide Engineering Companies, EPC Firms and Final Users of the Oil&Gas, Chemical, Petrochemical, Mining and Fertilizing Industries are our regular Customers.
LOTERIOS is part of Titanium Metal Corporation (TIMET), the world’s largest fully integrated manufacturer and distributor of Titanium metal products with facilities located in USA, France and UK.

MAAG AUTOMATIK SRL
Energy Production/Oil&Gas

Food Technology and HO.RE.CA.
Construction Equipment

https://maag.com/ Rozzano MI Manufacturing of External Gear pumps for industrial, chemical, refinery,lubrication, extrusion, polymer. MAAG is the global leading manufacturer of gear pumps, pelletizing and filtration systems and also pulverizers for sophisticated applications in the synthetic, chemical, petrochemical, pharmaceutical, and food industry.

MANCONI SRL Food Technology and HO.RE.CA. www.manconi.com Sumirago VA Worldwide specialist in the production of homemade electric slicers. Born in 1958

OFFICINE ORSI SPA
Energy Production/Oil&Gas

Industry (Logistic, Handling, Lifting, Industrial Furnaces, ecc.)

www.officineorsi.co
m

Carpiano MI

We are specialized and qualified manufacturers of welded pipes, fittings, pipe spools and pressure vessels in such 
materials as Titanium, Nickel Alloys and Special Stainless Steels, supplying the worldwide oil & gas, offshore, 
chemical, petrochemical, pharmaceutical, pulp & paper, LNG, power generation, sea water desalination, nuclear 
energy, ship building, scrubber and marine scrubber industries since 1954.
We supply anywhere it is required resistance to high corrosion and high temperature.

Besides we can supply ex stock pipes and fittings (from 1/2 to 8 inches, Sch. 10s and 40s) in: TITANIUM. Gr.2 - 
ALLOY C276, C22, 625, 825 - DUPLEX - SUPERDUPLEX - 904L - 254 SMO

The company was established in 1954 by Mr. Luigi Orsi for the production of pipes and vessels in stainless steel.

In few years the company developed in dimensions and in number of staff extending the initial production of pipes to the pipe fittings as well (elbows, caps, tees, reducers, stub ends, collars) and to pressure vessels (reactors, 
columns, etc).

In order to reach new markets the company rapidly extended the range of materials to duplex, superduplex, superaustenitic stainless steels, nickel alloys and titanium.

In recent years the company has continued to renew and expand its plant with new workshops and new equipments and this made of Officine ORSI a leading company in the plates and pipes working and special alloys welding.

We are looking for contacts of companies involved in Nickel Alloys + Titanium 
+ Special Steels Pipes & Fittings market worldwide; we are mainly looking for 
end users and small-medium engineering.
Most of our customers are traders, so it's clear that meeting with traders are 
still welcome.

OLIMPIA SPLENDID SPA Energy Efficiency
www.olimpiasplend

id.it
Cellatica BS Air Conditioning, Heating, Air Treatment and Hydronic Systems

Established in 1956, Olimpia Splendid is the world's leader in air conditioning, heating, air treatment and hydronic systems thanks to their unique, innovative products. For over 60 years Olimpia Splendid has presented its made in 
Italy products on the international markets over more than 45 countries.

PENTLUX SRL Food Technology and HO.RE.CA. www.pentalux.it Brescia BS

The Pentalux company history sink its roots in the early 1900s when Mr Alberto Aiello began his first handicraft 
aluminum cookware production . Over the years the passion of the founder has been transmitted to his descendants 
who slowly turned the handicraft production character into a business company philosophy. Through an accurate 
selection of raw materials and an impeccable processing, Pentalux is specialized in the production of high quality 
cookware, using only 99,5% pure aluminum and ensuring an exclusive made in Italy production. Advanced machinery 
allow all works executions according to contemporary systems. Our company philosophy and the pivot of our business 
reality is the quality of the product, the efficacy of the service, the capillarity of the distribution and the continuous and 
absolute attention to the needs of the customers. All of this allowed us to obtain the trust of the national and foreign 
market.

The Pentalux company history sink its roots in the early 1900s when Mr Alberto Aiello began his first handicraft aluminum cookware production . Over the years the passion of the founder has been transmitted to his descendants 
who slowly turned the handicraft production character into a business company philosophy. Through an accurate selection of raw materials and an impeccable processing, Pentalux is specialized in the production of high quality 
cookware, using only 99,5% pure aluminum and ensuring an exclusive made in Italy production. Advanced machinery allow all works executions according to contemporary systems. Our company philosophy and the pivot of our 
business reality is the quality of the product, the efficacy of the service, the capillarity of the distribution and the continuous and absolute attention to the needs of the customers. All of this allowed us to obtain the trust of the national 
and foreign market.

PR INDUSTRIAL SRL Industry (Logistic, Handling, Lifting, Industrial Furnaces, ecc.) www.pramac.com Casole D'Elsa SI Design, production, sales and assistance of material handling equipment

PRAMAC manufactures a complete range of warehouse material handling equipment aiming to satisfy any requirement expressed by Customers. The fully integrated production and the on-going development of our trucks ensure 
that the entire range of machines delivers top quality build and performance. From the lightest duties to the most intense applications, the extreme care and dedication to innovation, guarantee that the entire range of machines 
comply with all applicable safety regulations.
Our products:
- PALLET TRUCKS: wide range of manual pallet trucks, scale trucks, scissor lifts, electric pallet trucks including the innovative AGILE. Such range allows an easy transport of pallets of any size.
- PALLET STACKER: wide range of manual, semi-electric and electric machines. Compact, robust and reliable, our stackers are the ideal solutions from light to heavy-duty lifting applications.
- TASK ASSIST VEHICLES: a range designed to lift and transport goods or operators, combining functioning, cost savings, and operator safety during work.
- CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS: Pramac products are available in a wide range of models, with possible customizations based on specific final users’ requirements, meeting any customer needs.

QUAM SRL Energy Production/Oil&Gas
www.quamvalvole.i

t
Fiorenzuola D'Arda PC Manufacturing of wellhead API 6A gate and choke valves and well protection systems.

QUAM has been a market leader operating since 2001 in the supply of Wellhead Equipment including API 6A Valves and WELL Protection Systems. QUAM is a short lead time manufacturer specializing in fast track projects. We 
wish to ensure our clients requirements are achieved with the highest level of capability, professionalism and quality at the lowest possible cost in a reasonable short time. Our manufacturing program includes:_ADJUSTABLE & 
ACTUATED CHOKE VALVES_MANUAL & ACTUATED THROUGH CONDUIT SLAB & EXPANDING GATE VALVES_SELF-CONTAINED UNITS (SSV Surface Safety Valves) AND HIPPS (High Integrity Pressure Protection 
Systems)_WELLHEAD CONTROL PANELS_LOCAL CONTROL SYSTEMS_HYDRAULIC POWER UNITS

RANCILIOGROUP Construction Equipment
www.ranciliogroup.

com
Villastanza di 

Parabiago
MI Espresso& Cappuccino machines production

We believe that a truly dynamic future can only be built on an eminent past. The main milestones in Rancilio Group’s history tell about the development of two prestigious brands, Rancilio and Egro, which were both born from 
enthusiasm for continuous innovation. They represent different but complementary worlds, interwoven and mutually reinforcing, remaining true to their strong individual identities in their specific innovation. Born from the passion of 
Roberto Rancilio, the company has been working to preserve and spread the culture of italian espresso since 1927. That’s exactly what “Coffeing the world” means: exporting everywhere a company philosophy focused not only on 
technology, but also on talent, sensivity and ingenuity. The Swiss brand Egro was founded in 1849 as a specialist metalworking company. Since 1934, it has been known for its extraordinary expertise in designing and manufacturing 
fully-automatic machines. Egro’s technological drive has created the “Swiss coffee technology”: an absolute guarantee of the highest Swiss professionalism in the development of highly automated products. Here some numbers of 
our Company:- 87% Overseas Turnover; - More than 1,050 Dealers & Service Points all over the world; - Three ISO Certifications: 9001, 14001 and 18001; And thanks to the photovoltaic panels, in 2016, we also produced 480,102 
kW/hm energy output and we avoided the emission of 246,358 Kg CO2.

Interested in hospitality equipment distributors, coffee roasters, coffee shop 
chains

REFRACTORIES SERVICES 
SRL

Energy Production/Oil&Gas
Industry (Logistic, Handling, Lifting, Industrial Furnaces, ecc.)

www.refractoriesse
rvices.com

Casalserugo PD Sale refractory materials, maintenance and new construction refractory lining, carpentry work on fournaces

Our business is called REFRACTORIES SERVICES SRL and was founded in 1995. Our traditional business model is based on the new construction and / or maintenance of refractory linings on industrial furnaces of various 
sectors: lime, cement, petrochemical, foundry, steelworks, incineration, boiler glassware, etc. The jobs we are able to follow are located both in Italy and internationally, our staff is fully trained for this purpose. We can also make 
turnkey systems complete with design, assembly and start-up. Our company is ISO 45001 certified. Our ethics is based on: skills, hard work, experience and humility. We believe in treating our customers with respect. We grow 
through the flexibility of our services, respect for safety and attention to the innovation of refractory products and maintenance equipment. We integrate honesty, integrity and business ethics into all aspects of our business operation.
Our goals are:
Expansion in the sector of refractory linings with increased performance and durability;
Increase the company's activities and investments to support service development;
Building a good reputation in the refractory linings sector;
Become a leading company in the sector.
Advantages:
REFRACTORIES SERVICES SRL carries out installation and supply of refractory materials. The company undertakes to carry out all the maintenance tasks for industrial furnaces in the various sectors: lime, cement, petrochemical, 
foundry, steelworks, incineration, glassware, boilers, etc. Furthermore, the knowledge of our employees, yes they are constantly in front of our customers in order to obtain a satisfactory result in concert, with better performing 
results.
Mission:
REFRACTORIES SERVICES SRL's mission is to build long-lasting relationships with our customers and provide them with increasingly exceptional services, pursuing business through innovation and technology.
Vision:
Our vision of the future is to provide quality services that exceed the expectations of our valued customers.



ROBUR SPA
Energy Production/Oil&Gas

Industry (Logistic, Handling, Lifting, Industrial Furnaces, ecc.)
Energy Efficiency

www.robur.com Verdellino BG Production of gas heat pumps and gas unit heaters.

Founded in 1956, Robur today is a leading manufacturer whose mission is to offer energy-efficient, gas-powered heating and cooling solutions capable of significantly reducing environmental impact. We achieve this mission through 
an ongoing, practical commitment to research, innovation, respect for people and respect for the environment.
Using up to 40% of renewable energy (air, ground or water- source), Robur heating systems are the most profitable investment to increase the value of the building.
The heart and driving force behind the research and development effort is the Zingonia Management Centre near Bergamo, site of Robur’s headquarters and of its manufacturing facilities. Here the company developed and 
implemented, over time, the overall commitment to Total Quality that characterizes Robur’s quality policy and its mission. The company invests about 7% on R&D.

ROVATTI A. E FIGLI POMPE 
SPA

Water Technology and Treatment www.rovatti.it Fabbrico RE
Manufacturer of high quality and high efficiency water centrifugal pumps suitable for agricultural, civil and industrial 
applications over 60 years.

Manufacturer of high quality and high efficiency water centrifugal pumps suitable for agricultural, civil and industrial applications over 60 years.

SAER ELETTROPOMPE SPA Water Technology and Treatment
www.saerelettropo

mpe.com
Guastalla RE

SAER is genuine italian manufacturer of surface and submersible pumps as well surface and submersible motors. 
Pumps go tilll 5000 m3/h and 60 bars, motors till 300 Hp.

Since 1951 SAER is italian pump and motor manufacturer. The range includes split casing pumps, end sucton pumps, monoblock, end suction, in line, high pressure, residential pumps, sewage pumps and submersible pumps. 
Further to this the company produces also surface and submersible motors. All the production can be supplied in several metallurgies such as Duplex, super duplex, cast iron, stainless steel: this make SAER the right choice for 
applications in civil, industrial, hvac, O&G, mining , RO , fire fighting, and agricultural field. Thanks to the italian production the company can realize also taylor made solutions in short delivery times. Two state of the art testing rooms 
and internal R&D dept. as well as control quality , assure a premium product.

SAER ELETTROPOMPE SPA 
Energy Production/Oil&Gas

Industry (Logistic, Handling, Lifting, Industrial Furnaces, ecc.)
Construction Equipment

www.saerelettropo
mpe.com

Guastalla RE

SAER is italian pump and motor manufacturer. The range include split casing pumps, end suction, monoblock, high 
pressure pumps, submersible pumps and motors, surface motors, booster sets, sewage pumps. The products can be 
supplied in different materials and configurations (super duplex, cast iron, ss 316, bronze) so that may find applications 
in HVAC, O&G, industrial, agriculture, marine and mining field.

Since 1951 SAER is producing pumps and motors in Italy, and export in more than 100 Countries all over the world. The italian production can guarantee one of the best delivery times on the market, also on taylor made projects. 
SAER is an ISO 9001 certified Company.

SAMIC SPA
Energy Production/Oil&Gas

Construction Equipment www.samic.it lonate Ceppino VA

Samic is a company specialized in the construction and assembly of industrial plants.
Over the last 50 years it has been dedicated to the quality of its finished products.

Samic workshop areas are adequately dimensioned for high vertical assembly of components and the realization of 
installations with considerable size and complexity.

Samic products find a wide range of applications in thermal, hydro, oil & gas and in particular for petro-chemical 
industries we are producing Ammonia & Urea reactors components.

The main components realized include, but not limited to are, Heat Exchangers, Reactors, Tanks, Columns, Skid and 
Mixing Chambers. All “high pressure” apparatus. 

For gas turbine business unit, our key equipment experience are related to Alstom & Siemens components.

We just want to introduce Samic group and it is with great pleasure that we are open to evaluate any future business opportunities & cooperation with new parties.

Equipment can be produced to particular technological and constructive complexities, both in terms of significant dimensions and types of materials used from carbon, alloy and stainless steels to nickel alloys and titanium.

Our key factors are engineering construction, manufacturing and vendor relationship, investing in human resources and improving product features.

The Quality certifications in Samic hand could guarantee the qualitative aspects of products and business processes according to the expectations of global markets.

In addition, Samic has implemented an integrated management system (QSE) for the quality, safety and environment, establishing his policy and procedures to ensure the controlled management of processes and activities related 
to safety in the workplace and environmental protection.

Looking for possible customers, industrial partners or representative agents.

SEA-LAND SRL Water Technology and Treatment www.sea-land.it Torreglia PD Production and distribution of electric pumps Electric pumps: horizontal pumps, vertical pumps, submersible pumps, deep wells, automatic pressure systems.

SIMACO ELTTROMECCANICA 
SRL

Water Technology and Treatment
Industry (Logistic, Handling, Lifting, Industrial Furnaces, ecc.)

https://simacosrl.it Corte Palasio LO
we produce pumps (mechanical seals and magnetic coupling) for different fluids up to 350°C and applications: 
temperature controller, chiller, cooler, jacuzzi, semiconductor industry, die casting temperature controller, e-vehicle, 
battery supercharger, etc

Simaco Electromeccanica s.r.l. born in the early 60s, is still owned and run by the same founding family. It has specialist experience in the fluid moving technology. We control the entire process of design, engineering, manufacturing 
and distribution of our range of pumps for industrial uses. The activities of the brand have expanded gradually into a varied and complete proposal with a significant presence in over 30 foreign markets. The company is located in 
Northern Italy, an hour away from Milan. The success in a highly competitive market, comes from team work, innovation and continuous research of high technology products.
The most important resource of a company are the people who work for the same, and SIMACO can count on a team of experienced business people, full of enthusiasm and professionalism.
The most requested services, appreciated by our clients, is the solution of problems through the customization of the product; that’s why customer satisfaction is part of our Mission. In 50 years Simaco has expanded its range of 
products, the geographic market area, as well as market share and its own human resources. Today, with a team of about 20 employees, SIMACO exports about 85% of the wide range of pumps, cooling equipment and 
accessories, with a turnover of approximately € 5 million.
The company operates in the Fluid moving technology industry. Company innovative in markets, products, materials, processes, staff training, and we aim at pioneering in at least one of these. Company oriented to products and 
processes in fluid moving technology, alternative energy, energy saving, ecology, water recycle and wellness. The company promotes the renewal across the board. Search for renewal of markets, products, processes, materials, 
security, CO2 reduction and skills of people. We pursue the philosophy of having personnel that are involved and that are stimulated by new propositions and by the prospects of autonomy. Personnel which can express their talents, 
working in team and in a pleasant atmosphere.
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
Dynamic and slim Company / Customer-oriented production / Maximum versatility in executions / Electric and Hydraulic Test on the 100% production, with automated and computerized testing stations / Totally MADE IN ITALY 
production / Excellent quality / price ratio / High quality construction.

TERMOGAMMA IMPIANTI E 
SERVIZI

Energy Production/Oil&Gas
Energy Efficiency

www.termogamma.
net

Concorezzo MB

Termogamma® Group specializes in custom-built energy efficiency solutions for industrial processes and non-industrial 
buildings. It is noted for its Termogamma®-brand high-efficiency heating, cooling and on-site electricity technologies 
(i.e. cogeneration, trigeneration, biogas, waste heat recovery systems, etc.), turnkey supply, fast installation and 
commissioning, real-time remote monitoring, long warranty and robust maintenance.

MISSION of TERMOGAMMA
Living our lifelong passion for energy efficiency, we apply our engineering competences and in-house innovation to ensure maximum performance and continuously improve our systems.
VISION of TERMOGAMMA
We consider ourselves a partner for our clients, providing competitive advantage, consistent quality and superior service. While reducing their energy costs and contributing to a cleaner environment, we foster our clients’ sustainable 
path towards a clean energy transition and circular economy.

TIS SERVICE SPA
Water Technology and Treatment

Energy Efficiency

www.latis-
service.com

Bolgare BG Water Network Distribution - Water Treatment - Hydropower Plant

T.I.S. SERVICE S.p.A., is a leading international company specializing in the production and sale of equipment for water networks services and for hydroelectric power plants. One of its core products are safety valves. Thanks to its 
partners, the company is able to produce a wide range of high technology valves and fittings, both in cast iron and plastic; butterfly valves, gate valves, air release valves, automatic control valves, plunger flow control valves and 
dismantling joints. These products can be controlled by electric motors or pneumatic actuators. The T.i.S. system guarantees a complete solution package: from individual equipment supplies to engineering consultations on the 
more complex problems of water systems. The company’s main activities are: supply of hydraulic equipment, automation, hydraulic network modelling and model calibration, leak detection, controlled pressure management, energy 
efficiency, white certificate management. T.i.S. Service offers customers a personalized service, from the equipment selection stage right through to after-sales support. All T.i.S. companies are certified ISO 9001. The company has 
held the prestigious Group certification since 2011.

Valves Producers

VALVITALIA SPA
Energy Production/Oil&Gas

Water Technology and Treatment www.valvitalia.com Milano MI

Valvitalia is a global leading designer, manufacturer and supplier of equipment and components in the energy, marine 
and civil industries. On/off, control, safety and special valves, actuators, fittings, flanges, monolithic isolation joints, 
oil&gas systems as well as fire fighting systems: these are the products offered by Valvitalia with a constant and careful 
approach aimed to satisfy customers needs, with production excellence and engineering perfection. The Group is well 
known and recognized from the market for handling very large-scale projects, even with a high degree of difficulty. 
Valvitalia products are today installed in 109 Countries all over the world.

The Company was founded in 2002 by Mr. Salvatore Ruggeri, who today leads the Group as main shareholder and Chief Executive Officer, together with his two sons Max, Group General Manager, and Luca, VP Business 
Development, both members of the Board of Directors. From the outset Valvitalia has pursued the goal of becoming the leading independent supplier to companies involved in the energy industry. This desire arose from the need 
among many operators in the sector to concentrate their orders with a single contact, and it was precisely as a response to this need that our One Stop Shop philosophy came about. In fact, our Group is the only one in the world 
who manufacture such a wide range of products intended for the energy, marine and civil industries.


